OVERALL EMPHASIS for Spanish Program:
Conversation, FUN, Latino culture, bridging cultural divides

Beginner Spanish: Level 2A

Topics Covered:

Grammar
- Prepositions
- Present continuous irregulars
- Present stem changers
- Near future
- Forming questions (“What are you going to do?”)
- Commands, informal

Concepts
- Giving directions/cities
- Calling a phone system
- Chores/the home
- Making plans
- Travel/tourism
- Phrases/simple conversation for use in specific locations (i.e. travel, directions, workplace, small talk)
- Asking for help

Culture
- Machismo/feminismo
- Extended family

Overall idea for B2a

B2a is about application of what students have learned up to now.

Be familiar with what is taught in B1b specifically (and B1a generally) – make a smooth transition.

This is still beginner level Spanish. It is NOT intermediate level Spanish.